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SPECTRUM PROCESSING RECEIVERS FOR TELEMETRY
APPLICATIONS

J. R. VAN CLEAVE.
American Electriconic Laboratories, Inc.

Colmar, PA

Summary   When the i-f filter of a telemetry receiver is replaced by a digital processor
utilizing an intermediate orthogonal transformation into either the frequency domain using
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or sequency domain using Fast Walsh Transform (FWT),
then much improvement in performance may be expected. This paper discusses both
application and results of FFT and FWT processing to: 1) a signal acquisition receiver
providing extremely enhanced phase lock loop (PLL) acquisition speed; 2) an adaptive i-f
bandwidth receiver providing a large i-f signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement and also
immunity to undesired EMI and/or jamming signals; and, 3) a signal evaluation receiver for
measurement of SNR in the range of -30 dB and up. Spectrum processor design
considerations and tradeoffs are presented.

Introduction   The concept of spectrum processing is that technology which is involved
with implementation of an adaptive i-f filter for a receiver using digital processing. In any
receiving system, the first objective is to determine presence of a signal by systematically
searching through frequency (and often time and space) for energy that is not noise-like.
By digitally implementing the receiver i-f filter, an adaptive bandwidth becomes practical.
Fig. 1 shows the full two-way spectrum processing technique. The upper left hand i-f
signal has perhaps a 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio. If this signal were to be applied to a
conventional detector, the noisy detected signal shown would result. If, for example, a
forward FFT were to be performed on the i-f signal, the i-f instantaneous spectrum shown
at the lower left hand would result1. For display purposes, both real and complex
spectrums are rectified such that all spectrum elements appear positive. Note the carrier
peak and sidelobes in this spectrum which are known to be associated with a modulated
RF signal. If the processor blanks all frequency elements known to be noise, and passes all
elements that are statistically well above the noise level, the processed i-f instantaneous
spectrum shown results. This is equivalent to bandpass filtering of the signal only. The
associated i-f and detected signals occurring after processing are much cleaner and almost
noise-free, with negligible added distortion.

The first element of the process is to examine the instantaneous spectrum of the i-f signal
by digitally calculating either the FFT or simpler transforms such as the FWT and Fast



Haar Transform (FHT)2. After the signal and noise are separated, the conversion from
frequency domain back to time domain utilizes the inverse FFT (IFFT) or IFWT or IFHT,
respectively. For many receiver applications, only the forward transform is required.

Choice of Orthogonal Transformation   The Fourier Transformation is perhaps the most
well known of all orthogonal transformations due to the fact that electrical engineering is
based on a fundamental understanding of the relationships between time and frequency
domain. However, there exists a great many other orthogonal functions such as the
transforms of Laplace, Walsh, Haar, Karhunen-Loeve, and the Z-Transform, as well as
several polynominals and series. All may be represented as a sequence of functions:

which are orthogonal in the interval (-T/2, T-2)
such that:

Now that we have defined a set of orthogonal functions, we may expand any reasonably
behaved function (such as a signal) into a series:

that converges to the function f(t). In other words, we can break the signal f(t) down into a
series of orthogonal functions. The Fourier is most common, and its transform simply
represents a time domain function as a series of phased sine waves (harmonic analysis). If
the signal were a pure sine wave, then only one of the Fourier functions would correlate,
and a single frequency spectrum line would result.

The Hadamard (Walsh) functions are square waves; if the signal were a pure square wave,
a single sequency spectrum line would result from the Walsh transform. It is to be realized
at this point that sampled i-f signals, such as appearing at the output of an analog-to-digital
converter, are almost as similar to square waves as they are to sine waves. The Walsh
transform analyzes signals by examination of the rate-of-zero-crossings of an axis, which
has similar properties to the signal frequency, hence is termed sequency.

The Karhenen-Loeve (K-L) transform is described here because it represents an optimum
standard in terms of spectrum processing gain, but is very difficult to implement. The
advantage of the K-L transform is that the coefficients (an) are perfectly orthogonal and
statistically independent for any input signal function f(t), whether signal or noise. The



Fourier, Walsh, and Haar functions are not totally orthogonal and uncorrelated for random
noise inputs (remember f(t) must be reasonably behaved, noise isn’t always). As a result,
the spectral lines at the output of anything but a K-L transformer are slightly correlated for
noise or signal-plus-noise inputs, and the spectral processing (filtering) becomes
suboptimum. However, it turns out that the error for Fourier, Walsh, or Haar is small for
medium to large sample blocks (256, 512, 1024 samples, for example) and results in a
small degradation of threshold sensitivity over the K-L transform. The undesirability of the
K-L transform implementation is that it requires N2 computer operations, after the so-
called eigenfunctions are obtained. The eigenfunctions are obtained by calculation of the
covariance matrix, which is also tedious. As a result, K-L transforms are used for reference
purposes only.

A signal K-L spectrum as shown on a graphic display cannot be readily recognized as can
the Fourier, Walsh, or Haar spectrum display, because the viewer has no idea as to what
the ever-changing orthogonal functions represent.

The Haar functions are different from the Walsh and Fourier functions because they are
both locally sensitive as well as globally sensitive. Globally sensitive means that if a signal
element is continuously present over the collected series of time domain samples, then
maximum sensitivity occurs; for example, a cw sine wave maximally “rings out” one of the
orthogonal functions in a Fourier Transform but a pulsed sine wave has less energy at its
center frequency hence “rings” out less. If a single cycle of sine wave was present, it
would hardly be noticed in the Fourier Transform output, because the Fourier (and Walsh)
transforms are very globally sensitive (to cw signals) but not very locally sensitive (to
transients). The Haar functions are quite sensitive to transients, however, such as short rf
bursts.

In short, Fourier Transforms break the signal into sinesoids, Walsh Transforms break the
signal into square waves (pulse trains) and Haar Transforms break the signal into pulses.
All three transforms are linear; hence Gaussian time domain noise at the input results in
Gaussian frequency or sequency domain noise at the output. A signal is readily
distinguishable from the noise, especially if it is similar to only one of the orthogonal
functions.

The Filter Bank   Bandpass filtering is best accomplished in the frequency domain,
although even this simple statement occasionally raises an argument. This is not surprising
in a technology where an integrate and dump PCM bit detector (obviously a time domain
circuit) is called a matched filter! The fact is that time and frequency domains are
intimately related by the Fourier Transform, and any argument in terminology is view point
dependent.



If a block of time domain samples is converted to a block of frequency domain samples,
each cell of frequency domain can be thought of as the output of a narrow band pass filter.
All cells together form a contagious filter bank. If a cw signal plus broadband flat noise is
applied to this filter bank, one cell will most likely contain greater energy than any other
cell. This cell can be easily selected and inverse transformed if desired.

Another way of looking at spectrum processing that is more convenient at this point
is to realize that we are collecting a batch of time domain data samples (for example,
exactly 1024 samples from our analog-to-digital converter output) and searching through
this batch of samples looking for a regular pattern. We know that noise has an irregular,
random pattern and we know that a communications signal has a very regular pattern (at
i-f). We do not know the instantaneous amplitude of a signal buried in noise but we do
know that the signal has a relatively constant center frequency (or rate-of-zero crossings of
the axis). Either the Fourier, Walsh or Haar transform can detect this pattern.

The Walsh transform domain cannot be described in terms of frequency ( a sinewave
parameter) but is best described in terms of rate-of-zero-crossing of the axis, also called
sequency2. Such analog analogies as resonator quality factor, harmonic analysis, etc.,
really are not convenient in the sequency domain.

It is now best to look at some spectrum processing results, prior to investigating various
applications. Fig. 2A shows a noisy time domain i-f signal, which is a pulse with both
Gaussian and impulsive noise added. The FFT of this signal is shown in Fig. 2B. The pulse
main lobe is about 8 kHz wide, centered at 30 kHz, all else is noise. Fig. 2C shows
narrowbanding from 26 kHz to 34 kHz. Fig. 2D shows the inverse FFT of this filtered
signal. It is really a beautiful sight to see signals rise out of noise this way. Fig. 3A shows
another noisy burst in time domain. This signal’s FWT is shown in Fig. 3B. The FWT does
indicate signal presence and frequency, but we cannot recommend sequency filtering;
hence, we will go on to applications.

Application #1; A Signal Acquisition Receiver   A very popular telemetry
communication technique is coherent phase shift keying as demodulated by a phase lock
loop. The PLL demodulator has the advantage of providing signal tracking utilizing a
narrow loop bandwidth essentially independent of oscillator drift and Doppler shift. Phase
lock loops work very nicely, once they have acquired the signal, but until then they are
useless. Unfortunately, the PLL is not an optimum frequency acquisition device, and
usually one of three aids must be included 3, 4, namely: 1) a wideband PLL input, leaving
the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) to find the signal carrier by noise deviation; 2) a
slowly swept signal system, either accomplished at the transmitter or by “chirping” the
receiver VCO; or, 3) a parallel filter bank type of frequency discriminator. In heavy noise
the fastest and most reliable acquisition is accomplished by the parallel filter bank



technique. The FFT or FWT can form a highly precision filter bank to be used as an
acquisition aid. Fig. 6 shows the implementation of such a technique. The wideband i-f is
analyzed using FFT or FWT, the carrier frequency is easily selected, and a corresponding
voltage presets the VCO. The basic governing equation, is the acquisition time (TA) to
place the VCO output within one-half the loop bandwidth (BWL) of the signal:

This is based on the fact that the time to form the filterbank with discrete cells of spacing
equal to the loop bandwidth is simply equal to the reciprocal of the cell spacing. However,
the time to select the peak cell can take twice as long if the pipeline transform approach is
used, since the frequency domain samples do not exit the pipeline until a new set of time
domain cells enter.

At low sample rates, a parallel array transformer could calculate the transform much more
quickly, once all time domain samples are present. This acquisition time is independent of
the wideband i-f SNR’s above about 9 dB in the cell processor bandwidth (made equal to
the loop bandwidth). Below 9 dB, the probability of the spectrum processor forcing the
VCO to a false signal frequency increases, thus acquisition time increases. For example, a
200 Hz loop bandwidth system would consistently lock up after a little more than 5
milliseconds for a -137 dBm signal in a typical receiver. The original frequency uncertainty
is unlimited, but typically may be ± 150 kHz, thus requiring 1500 cells each of 200 Hz
bandwidth within the 300 kHz i-f bandwidth, which would be best accomplished with a
4096 point transform sampling at 819.2 kHz.

For a conventional PLL, the maximum sweep rate for a high acquisition probability per
sweep is generally attributed to Gardner5 and verified by Chen6 as

where

For a SNRL or 9 dB and a value of Tn of 200 or 1257 RPS, the maximum sweep rate is
thus 755K radians/sec/sec or about 124 kHz sec hence acquisition could require 1.2
seconds, if the VCO started from center. Hence, acquisition time is improved by a factor
of 240:1 in this case.



Choice of the FFT produces a clear center frequency choice, as was represented in
Fig. 2B, and is independent of time domain shifts. Choice of FWT also presents a fairly
clear choice of center frequency as shown in Fig. 3B, but is not independent of time
domain shifts. It is possible to alter the FWT process to reduce the dependence on time
domain shifts, however, this produces a non-uniform distribution of noise, which is equally
undesirable. Thus, the FWT is somewhat lower In performance than the FFT for this
application, but does work well and has the advantage that it is much simpler to
implement. The processor can also lock out an undesired signal, if known. Spectrum
integration can also be used to further improve sensitivity, if the signal frequency is stable.

For the above example, a 9 dB SNR in the 200 Hz loop bandwidth relates to a -28 dB
SNR in the 300 kHz i-f bandwidth, and of course the PLL phase detector must have a
40dB or so dynamic range, which is somewhat rare. The next application, however,
discusses how to provide an adaptive pre-PLL filter such as to reduce the dynamic range
requirement.

To summarize this first application, it is convenient to realize that the spectrum processor
finds the signal frequency and presets the PLL in much the same way as a good marketing
man finds a funded requirement and presets an engineer to evaluate it, rather than send an
engineer out on the road to find his own business. We have separated the responsibilities
of acquisition and lock, now we may optimize the PLL for tracking performance.

Application #2 -- An Adaptive IF Bandwidth Receiver   In nearly all telemetry
communication receivers, the i-f filter is of a fixed bandwidth design, often of crystal
resonator construction. This i-f filter is often followed by a PLL which also is of constant
bandwidth design. If the signal is structured such as to allow a narrowband PLL to lock on
the carrier only and thus allow coherent demodulation of the total signal, it makes little
difference whether predetection or postdetection signal filtering is used. This assumes that
the PLL has the necessary dynamic range to handle the wideband signal. Good examples
of this technique are range tone transponders.

In the general case of telemetry communications, however, there are several factors that do
not allow PLL coherent demodulation, such as 1) non-phase lockable signal formats 2)
limited dynamic range phase detectors, 3) EMI or jamming signals within the loop lock
range, and 4) high density impulsive noise. For many signal formats and environments, an
incoherent detector must be utilized; it is this situation which best appreciates an adaptive
1-f filter. It also should be noted that often the first demodulator is coherent, but an
adaptive baseband filtering needed; of course, the same principles described herein apply.
An excellent example is that of analog speech, which is typically channeled in the 300 Hz
to 3000 Hz range. During most of the time, however, either 1) nothing is being, spoken, or
2) a vowel is being generated. A small portion of the time some consonant such as the



frictive sound is modulating a vowel, and the full 2,700 Hz bandwidth is required. This
observation is language dependent, e.g., Yiddish utilizes frequent hard consonants but
Spanish very rarely does. The point is that for a given interval of perhaps 80 milliseconds,
if nothing is being transmitted except a sinusoidal vowel of perhaps 10 Hz bandwidth, why
allow the full 2,700 Hz noise bandwidth to reach the ear? For sensitivity, the best
bandwidth is the minimum bandwidth, consistent with the tolerable distortion.

We briefly introduced the concept of spectrum processing and adaptive i-f filtering in
Fig. 1. Now we will examine the implementation of such a technique, as shown in Fig. 5.
The t-f output of a receiver front end is first translated to as low an i-f frequency as
practical then sampled and converted to digital words. The forward transformer is of the
real time pipeline type, which is a series array processor that generates a frequency or
sequency domain sample at the output for each time domain word at the input. Once the
samples are in frequency or sequency domain they can be processed. The processor then
performs its function, namely: 1) calculates the rms power of all signal and noise cells; 2)
examines the largest values of the spectrum to determine if they are sufficiently greater
than the rms value, if so, they are assumed to be signal components; 3) examines the
adjacent cells (if they are sufficiently above the rms value, they are also assumed to be
signal components); 4) generates spectrum windows based on the structure of the largest
cell values and their adjacent cells (all components not within the windows are set to
zero); 5) thresholds all components within the windows such as to eliminate those cells
near or below the noise floor. The remaining cells are now ready for inverse
transformation. Note that the windows are merely instantaneous bandpass filters placed
around the frequency cells that are most probably not noise.

Case I -- The Uneducated Receiver   The spectrum processor described in the
preceeding paragraph had almost no a priori knowledge of the signal; it simply passed
what was probably a deterministic signal and rejected what was probably noise. The
reconstructed signals previously shown in Fig. 2 were those resulting from such an
uneducated receiver. The only knowledge that this processor has is that instinctive
realization that the expected signal has an instantaneous bandwidth that is narrower than
the analysis bandwidth.

Case II -- The Educated Receiver   The educated receiver utilizes a priori known signal
information, in addition to the above mentioned signal recognition, such as to 1) better
shape the window(s) for minimum signal distortion and 2) reject undesired signals such as
EMI and jammers. If the expected noise free spectrum is known, it can be correlated with
the noisy spectrum such as to produce a matched filter. Even if only the expected signal
modulation format is known such as the mark-space deviation, bit rate and encoding
technique, an excellent detector can be constructed. An example of educated processing is
that of two windows, each of 100 Hz bandwidth and separated by precisely 850 Hz, which



corresponds to conventional hf audio shift keying. Given an input signal above threshold, if
both mark and space do not appear in the respective windows after a few spectrums, the
signal is rejected.

It is interesting to observe that if only the largest components of a noisy spectrum are
retained, all others being rejected, the signal is still quite recognizable. This is especially
true for speech and radar pulses, using FFT. Since the low level sidebands are generally
masked by noise anyway, very little distortion is realized by discarding them.

The FWT does not appear to be as useful as the FFT for the purpose of implementing an
adaptive IF receiver. In the FWT the small signal components appear more critical than
those of the FFT and create more distortion when removed. The FWT and FHT adaptive
processors appear to operate reasonably well for speech processing but are somewhat
below the FFT performance.

Application #3 -- A Signal Evaluation Receiver   The purpose of a signal evaluation
receiver is to monitor an existing data link and measure the SNR such as to: 1) predict the
probability of bit errors; 2) predict link degradation; and, 3) compare all available channels
so that the best circuit can be chosen. This type of receiver is also used to initially choose
the site location, antenna steering, etc.

It is highly desireable to be able to measure SNR’s well below 0 dB for 1) initial site
location and antenna steering, and 2) determination that a particular below threshold
channel is improving for prediction of when communication can be reestablished.
Conventional equipments utilizing phase lock techniques cannot measure SNR below
about 0 dB.

Fig. 6 shows the equipment configuration for the signal evaluation receiver. Only the
forward transform is needed. By review of Fig. 2B and 3B, it is apparent that a good
measurement of SNR can be made by the following: 1) measure the rms power of signal
and noise; 2) measure the peak frequency component (assume signal); and, 3) reject all
frequency elements greater than some threshold of perhaps 8 dB above rms and measure
again (assume noise). The signal to noise ratio is then calculated. Succeeding values of
SNR are then averaged and displayed. The accuracy of this technique is good to within a
few dB at SNR’s as low as -30 dB, dependent upon the ratio of analysis bandwidth to
signal bandwidth. The accuracy can be improved by measuring all frequency components
above threshold and calculating a rms signal level in step 2) instead of using the peak
level. Either FFT or FWT can be utilized for this application, with FFT again having the
edge.



IF Translation   To now examine spectrum processor implementation, we first consider
the RIP to digital interface. The principal philosophy in interfacing the receiver i-f output
to the Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) is to purposely translate the i-f to as low a
frequency as possible, consistent with image rejection, frequency tolerance, and sample
aliasing factors. This translation will minimize the required ADC sampling rate and, for a
fixed ADC accuracy, will minimize size, logic power drain, processor clock rate, etc., and
is an important factor. Fig. 7 shows the translation circuitry block diagram for a receiver i-f
output centered at 160 MHz, with a 10 MHz 3 dB bandwidth and 20 MHz 60 dB
bandwidth. The i-f is translated downward until the point is reached such that the response
at the -60 dB point corresponds to dc. That is, any frequency below 150 MHz will be
imaged when mixed with the 150.0 MHz oscillator; however, all such frequency responses
are attenuated by at least 60 dB (by the i-f filter), hence, 60 dB image rejection is assured.

Aliasing occurs whenever energy is present at the ADC sample and hold input that is
greater in frequency than one-half the sampling rate. This energy will be effectively folded
back into the spectrum below the sampling rate. A planning value of 35 dB of aliasing
rejection is recommended, which places the sample rate equal to or greater than twice the
35 dB filter response point on the upper translated shirt. The resultant sample rate is 2.23
times the highest possible signal frequency.

The implementation of the i-f to ADC interface involves: 1) an input buffer amplifier; 2) a
band reject filter to attenuate the oscillator feedback; 3) a buffered mixer driven by the
crystal oscillator; and 4) a low pass filter to both improve aliasing slightly and attenuate
the oscillator feedthrough. The i-f output to the ADC must be a closely controlled 50 ohms
over the DC-15 MHz range.

The A DC specifications determine the limits of the performance achieved. The dynamic
range of the ADC, specified in number of bits, is a key parameter. Spectrum processing
will detect signals below the quantizing level, however. The conversion rate of this ADC
example must be less than about 30 ns for each sample. This high speed and number of
bits required must consider the degradation effects of VSWR and self noise generation of
the converter. The aperture time required to achieve the performance, considering the
highest input frequency of interest to be 15 MHz is about 85 ps. This is achieveable with
standard ICE ADC’s. The key parameter in A-to-D conversion is the precision in “snap
shoting” the value of the ac signal at the instant the sample is taken. If the time that this
“snapshot” occurs is uncertain, the sample taken will be in error. The uncertainty in sample
time is termed the aperture time. This term is not related to the sample width; during all but
the beginning of the sample the holding capacitor is simply following the ac waveform,
only the value at the instant the sampling switch opens is important, for that value the
holding capacitor will retain for encoding.



State of the Art Spectrum Processors   Now that we have viewed several applications of
spectrum processing toward telemetry systems, it is necessary to recognize the hardware
implications of such sophisticated digital processing. The FFT, FWT, and FHT are all
versions of the famous Cooley-Tukey algorithm, and differ primarily by the weighting
function used in the multiplier. The weighting function accuracy varies from one bit to 16
bits, dependent upon the transformation, hence, results in a very large hardware variance.

The critical parameter of a transform processor is not the time required to process a given
number of samples, but is 1) the real time operating capacity expressed in samples per
second which permits an input 1-f bandwidth of about 1/3 of the sample rate and 2) input
dynamic range expressed as the number of bits accuracy of the ADC at the highest 1-f
frequency. Fig. 8 shows the input 1-f bandwidth for real time processing for several types
of equipment. The software controlled FFT’s are limited to about a 30 kHz i-f bandwidth.
AEL hardwired emittercoupled logic FFT’s are limited to about 20 MHz and the FWT
processor can operate to about 200 MHz under hardlimited inputs. The size varies, from a
14" high panel, rack mounted, up to a five foot rack. The complementing symmetry MOS
processors are large-scale Integration compatible at low i-f’s and appear promising at high
i-f’s once silicon-on-sapphtre technology is available.

Conclusions   Three applications of spectrum processing toward telemetry oriented
receivers have been discussed and shown to offer a significant improvement in
performance at low signal to noise ratios. The complexity of the processing hardware has
been reviewed and shown to be highly dependent upon receiver i-f bandwidth. it is felt that
the hardware complexity, although significant, is justified for many receiver applications
and will become more so as digital technology advances.
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Fig. 1 - Spectrum Processing Technique

Fig. 2A - RF Pulse, OdB SNR, Time Domain Fig. 2B - RF Pulse, OdB SNR, Frequency Domain

Fig. 2C - RF Pulse, Processed, Frequency Domain Fig. 2D - RIF Pulse, Processed, Time Domain



Fig. 3A - RF Pulse, -5dB SNR, Time Domain Fig. 3B - RF Pulse, -5dB SNR, Sequency Domain

Fig. 4 - Signal Acquisition Receiver

Fig. 5 - Adaptive IF Bandwidth Receiver



Fig. 6 - Signal Evaluation Receiver

Fig. 7 - IF Translation

Fig. 8 - Spectrum Processor Bandwidth vs. Type


